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I1ence, rigorous theoretical models based on fundamental physics laws are needed to complement the NSTAR
and ot}ler experiments.

1. lntrortl]ctiou

Electric propulsion devices are vrdued as a highspecific impulse class of space propulsion system. Currently, there is substantial interest in the use of electtic
propulsion for enhancing the capabilities of Discovery
Class spacecraft. For instance, the use of xenon ion
propulsion will enable comet and main belt asteroid rendezvous missions to be performed within the time and
cost constraints of the Discovery missions. The use of
ion propulsion is also being studied by JPL for space exploration activities planned for the 21st century (New
Millennium spacecraft).

Currently we are undertaking a modeling study in
support of the NSTAR program at JPL. The objectives are to iucre=e our understanding of the underlying physics involved; to directly assist the NSTAR
program in ground tests, in situ diagnostics, pre-ftight
predictions, alld result interpretations; and to develop
models and tools that will enable us to extrapolate n~easurements made on NSTAR or other experiments to
any given situations, and to ]medict the most likely and
worst case effects to be expected.

To baseline the use of ion propulsion on spacecraft, NASA has initiated a technology demonstration
and validation program NSTAR (NASA SEP ‘l’echnolOgy Application Readiness). Through ground tests and
space fright experiments, NSIAR will validate the life
and performance of XCI1OU ion thrusters, cbaracteri?,e
the benefits and tradeoffs of using xenon ion thrusters,
and study the interactions and any potentiat impacts
induced by ion thrusters.

‘1’his paper discusses our ongoing work in the area
of modeling ion thruster plumes and interactions. In
section 2 of this paper, we first provide a brief overview
and then disc[lss our fornlu]ation and approach. The
numerical models we are developing are ba..ed on
tllree-dimensional (3-D) electrostatic and electromagnetic Particle-in-Cell Monte Carlo collision (PIC-MCC)
simulations. 111 section 3, we present some preliminary
results. Section 4 contains a summary and conclusions.

Due to their intrinsic complex nature, our current
understanding of certain =pects of ion t}lruster interactions is still very limited. Many important issues, including ion thruster plumes and ion acceleration processes, are still subjects of active research. l’he
cost and complexity of space experiments precludes the
possibility of performing the parametric studies needed
to study atl possible interaction scenarios. Wall effects
and the difficulty of matching space conditions in a
laboratory experiment make it difticult to extrapolate
laboratory results directly to the space environment.
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2. 3-I) PIC-MCC
— — .Sinndations
. — . - - of
— Ion Thruster Plumes
In ion thrusters, propellant ions are accelerated electrostatically to form a high velocity beam atong with
neutralizing electrons. An ion thruster plume is composed of propellant efilux (beam ions, neutralizing electrons, and tmionized neutrids escaped through the ion
optics and from the neutralizer), nonpropellant efilux
(materiat sputtered from thruster components and the
neutralizer), and a low-energy c}large-exchange plamla
(generatect ti,rough collisions between energetic ions and
tile ueutrats within the plume). “Ile plrwma plume
l,= raised various concerns. For instance, the chargeexchauge iol]s c a n leave tl]c ~>rimary Plilme arid f l o w
Ilpstrcam around the spacecraft, a]ld thus I)ecome a
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Col)tallli]latioll sollrce. l’kle de~>osition o f tl]e
plumc particles OII tl]erlnal and Ol)tical surfaces Inay result-ill cllallgt’ o f tllc sllrface ]>ro~>crtics. The impact
of charge-e xcllangc ioz)s may cause ion slmttering erosion of certain surfaces. “1’he plasma represents adclitiollat cllatging Illecllanislus, wl]ich may induce significant plasma inter actiouswith solar arrays. l’he lligll energy ion beam call also generate plasma waves and instabilities throu~lj beam plawna interactions, and thus induce elect romagl]ctic iuterfcrencc. The effects of ~~lmnla
plume on arul)ient cllargert particles may contaminate
the results of certain in situ measurements. Atthough
the xenon ion engine has a substantially lower contanlination potential compared to other types of thrusters,
nevertheless, the interactions induced must be fully understood and tt,cir impacts quantified.

potct)tial

Tile effects of plasma plumes have been studied for
some time. }Iowever, due to the complexity of the
problem, theoretical models developed in most previous studies [10, 3, 2] are mainly empirically bassed analytical modets with many ad hoc approximations and
oversimplifications involved in their formulations. Computer particle simulation offers an approach to establish
first-principal based models. A particle simulation code
models a plmlua as many test ptmticles and follows the
evolution of the ori~its of individual test particles in the
self-consistently computed macroscopic force field. In
principal, such an approach is limited only by the computing power.

\V}]ile suctl an ap~~roacll is veI y cfrective in studying
tl].e charge exchange ions and rrlated contamination issues, it cannot l~e applied to study interactions iuvolvirlg multi J>]e io]] thrusters, ~~llcnonle[la ~~sociated with
t~ea]m~,lawna i]]tcractions, waves and electrot:lagnetic
intcrfclence, and situations wliere ttle electron dynamics ~ilays an im~)ortant role.
]n ti,is study, we move towards a more generalized
model that will Include I)otil the near accelerator region
and t}]c further dow]lstream region. ‘he modet is based
on ttlree-dimel]s iona], full particle, electrostatic and
electromagnetic I’IC-MCC codes. In our model, rather
than Inodeling the beam ions with an andyticd density pl ofile and electrons with a variable temperature
Itoltzr,mr{~distrihution, we model all species of charged {“
particles (i.e. primary beam ions, neutralizing electrons, collision-generated ions and electrons) as test particles. Rather than using a volumetric charge-exchange
ion production model, we perform Monte Carlo collision calculation for all test particles. Depending on the
problcn~$ to bc studied, either electrostatic or electromagnetic simulations nlay be l)erformed. Various initial
and boundary conditions n~ay be incorporated into the
model depending on the problem setup. Fig. 1 shows
a typical simulation setup. Currently, the code is set to
simulate the region down stream of the thruster exit,
which is in the x direction.
T}le thruster exit is centered at ~T with a radius rT,
and the neutralizer ce]lter is located at ZF; with a radius
rl; . ‘lIle potel)tials on the thruster exit and neutralizer
are @,l ancl +}; respectively.

Recently, several studies have used the particle simulation method to address issues realted to ion thrusters.
Peng et a~:,$ave used 3-D PIGMCC simulations to
mode] the immediate downstream region of thruster accelerator grids and:study grid erosion problems[7, 8, 9].
Samanta Roy et al,t’have used a 2-D Axisymmetric electrostatic PIC code to model the further downstream
region and study charge exchange ions and related contamination issues[l 1, 5, 12] (A 3-D model is also being
developed[12]).

“l’lie neutral plume is treated as a background. As
in [11], the tleutral density distribution is that of a
free ]nolecular flow from a point source located at one
thruster radius rT behind the thruster exit
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where R is tlie distance to the point source, O is the
angle between R and the x axis, and a is a correction
factor. To simulate ground test situations, a neutral
density deterlnined by the test chamber pump may atso
be added to the backgrouncl.

In the model developed by Sarnanta Roy et a ~ the
primary ion beam is modeled by a given steady d1 nsity
profile nbi(r, z). ‘I%e electrons are modeled as a Boltz.
mal~distribution with a spatirdly varying temperature
nc(r,
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At each time step, the propellant ions are injected
where the electron temperature Te(r, z) is solved from
into the sinlulation dorna.in from the thruster exit.
the electron energy equation. The charge-exchange ions
To simulate the ion bean] current emitted from the
are treated a-s test particles, which are generated in the
thruster, the particles are injected in such a way that
simulation domain using a volumetric production rate
t}le resulting flux h~< a density in Czaussian distribution
calculated from the ion beam density and ne(ltrat denat ttle exit plan
l~b,l ~ ~b,o exp(- (r / r T ) ’ ) ,
‘2

r

<

rT
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where ~bi,O is th~ density at the ttltsutt-r center and r
is t}je ctistlulce tO the center on thr- thruster exit plan,
and a divergence angle similar to tl]at of meawrcct in
experiments. (Tile divergence angle is ol~served to t)e
ahout 200).
The electrons arc injected into tile simulation clomain from the Ileutra]izer. ‘JIIe injcctcd rlectronsfoliow
a Maxwellian distribution. (The tllerlnal energy of tile
emitted electronsis observed to Ije of 1 - 5 eV. ).
As in a standard I’IC-MCC cocte[l], tile trajectory
of each particle is integrated from

ion thru. stcrs. Wt]en I]iultiple ion thrusters are
IIsed, ]l]imary ion bca]ns froln different tllrusters Inay
overlar, each other. q’hc resllltilig dcxlsity profile for the
~)ri]llary iori beam and tl, e production rate of cl]argeexctlange ions are diflici]lt to II~odel correctly in an analytical way, a]ld may he ol)tained only throuf$ particle sinlulations. This a~~proacll also allows us to study
those J)foblenls that electron dynamics plays an important role. An example is tile Ilear thruster region where
electrons emitted from the nelltralizcr mixing with the
ion beam. Finally, tlie lnodel allows the study of possible beam plas[l,a interactions and the resulting plasma
waves and instabilities. l’his is important for modeling
electrmnagnetic interference ~)rol)lenls.
multiple

using a standard leapfrog scheme. l’he probability that
a charged particle suffers a collision within time t is
given try
i
P ( t ) = 1-- exp(– ~ ~(t)dt)
(4)
/
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In this section, we present some preliminary simulation results. Calculations are done using the electrostatic PIC-MCC code on a Cray C90.

where v == nn (F)vc(IJ) is the collision frequency. Since
the neutrat density, which is defined on grid points, is
nonuniform, the collision frequency for each particle is
obtained by interpolating the n utral density n~(x, y, z)
to the particle position, similar k the field interpolation
in a PIC code. At each time step, for each particle, the
accumulated collision probability in the time step is calculated, and a random number I’ron evenly distributed
between O and 1 is then chosen to determine whether
a collision hm occured. If a collision has occured to
a particle, we obtain the after-collision velocity of the
particle from the equations for conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy.

‘1’he simulation setup is shown in Fig. 1. Due to
ccmlputational limitations, we are not yet able to perform full scale simulations. Iience, we shall consider a
scaled-down ttlruster. The cliaracteristic length scales
near an ion thruster exit are the sheath thickness and
the tllrustcr radius. Since tllc ratio of the sheath thickness to Debye length scales as [e@~/KTe[3i4, we define
a qua~ltity ~
~ ~_ @13’4.

where @T iS nornlafi7,ed by e]e CtrOU temperature and ;T
is normalized by AIJ, where AIJ is the Debye length calculated using the plume density and the initial ten~perature of the emitting electrons. In our simulations, we
choose r? and @T such that the resulting < is the same
as that of a rcat scale thruster. For instance, for a typical 15 cm ion thruster (r~ N 750 AD) with a thruster exit
potential 4T cx 800 Volt, ( H 0.2. As in all full particle
simulations, computationrd limitations also require the
use of an artificial mass for the ions. In the simulation,
we Itse the artificial ion mass ratio of mi/me = 100.

For electromagnetic simulations, the electromagnetic field is updated from

8s
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using a charge-conservation finite-difference leapfrogging scheme[16]. l’he algorithm for 3-D electromagnetic
PIC-MCC simulation has been discussed in detail in a
companion paper[15] at this meeting. (The 3-D EM
PICMCC code brus also been applied to study Critical
Ionization Velocity experiments in space[13]). For electrostatic simulations, the self-consistent electric field is
obtained from the Poisson’s equation
v’4’==-4rrp

We take the thruster radius to be rT == 50~Ij and
& = --2?2. This gives a { a 0.2. The neutralizer is
modeled by a point source with a volume of 1 cell and
potential of &E == - ().2 (@E/@T is in the same range of
that in a rea) scale ti]ruster). The neutralizer is located
above the thruster exit (in t}le y direction). Initially, the
simulation domain is a vacuum, At t==O, we start to inject beam iol)s from t}]e thruster and electrons from the
UeUtrali7.er. };Or SitIl~>liCitJ’ we S}iall on]y consider Charge

(6)

In the code, the }’oisson’s equation is solved using SOR.
“J’his model is computationatty ~lo:e., expensive than
ever,

ttlis

approact] allows

/stlldy tile plume from

us t
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cxc}la:lgc .collisiolls here. For a l>lasl,la t,rirtge l]cutrali7,cr, electrons ioni7.e the neutrals Sllrrollllciillg tile neu tra~i7.er, and ttllls crest a plasma t~rictgc. ‘l”his electro[l
ionization collisio]l will be included in our future simm
latio]ls.
T h e simulatio]l r e s u l t s arc st]owr] f r o m I“ig. 2
through Fig. 6. In the following, all contour plots are
for a xy cutting plane with z = zt~ru,f.r. IIereafter, this
plane will hc referred to M tile “center xy plane”. All
particle plots are for particles located witl, in a layer of
+:1 cell of thecenterxyp lane. I1ereafter, this layer will
be referred to M the “centerlayer’)
Tile rleutral llltlll~e dcllsity col~toLlroll thecenterxy
plane is shown in Fig. 2. The initial potential distribution is shown in Fig. 3a. The potential structure is
dominated by that due to the surface potential of the
thruster, and a uniform sheath covers both the thruster
exit and the neutralizer. Tile neutralizer only causes a
small disturbance. In Fig. 3b, we show the positions of
the ions and electrons within the center layer after they
are injected for the first time.
The beam ions at the end of the simulation is shown
in Fig. 4a. I)ue to their big}] kinetic energy, The nlotion of the beam ions are not influenced by the potential
field. Collisions between the beam ions and the neutral
background generate charge exchange ions. The charge
exchange ion production rate is proportional to the neutrat density shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 4b SIIOWS the positions
of the charge exchange ions. In contra$t to tile beam
ions, the motion of the charge exctlange ions are greatly
influenced by tile potential field due to their low Icixletic
energy.

cliarge cxc~]anr,e ions l)roduced near the thruster exit
wi]l I)e acccleriitcd towards tile thruster exit becuase
they }]ave insufficient ki:lctic energy to escape the poterltial well. ‘1’}lis backflow ]nay cause potential erOSiOIIS
4°
on tile acceleration grids [6, 9\. %cond, M ShOWn in Fig.
6b, since the pl{lme center h~~ a higher potential, charge
exchal)ge ions })roduccd within the plume can flow radially outward the plulne re~iorl. ,~t is well recognized .+
that, ouce outside tile ~)lurnc, charge exchange ions lnay
become a potel, tial cor)talnirlatiorl source.
4. —.
Summary and Conclusions
—
In support of the NASA SEI’ Technology Application Program, we are developing 3-1) particle simulation models to study a wide range of issues related to
ion propulsion. ‘Ilis paper discusses our ongoing study
of modeling iorl thruster plumes. Preliminary results
using J’3-D electrostatic full; particle, particle-in-cell
codes with Moxlte Carlo collisi;n code are presented for
a scaled-down thruster model. The results are in qualitative agreement with ex~)erimental observations. This
modeling study is conciuctecl in coordination with ongoing experimcntat work. Future studies will include
model validatic,n using experimental results.
3-1) particle simulations of ion thrusters are extremely computational intensive. Currently, we are also
d e v e l o p i n g paratlel 3-1) I’IC and PIC-MCC codes[14,
15]. As Re~15] shows, we have achieved particle push
time/particle/step in the 100 rlsecs range and collision
time/collision in the 300 nsecs rarige on a 512-processor
Paragon and a 256-processor Cray T31). Parallel computing techniques and MIM [) parallel computers such
as the Parago]l and ‘_l’31) will also be utilized in our
future studies.

Fig. 5 shows the potential contours at the end of the
simulation. It is interesting to observe that au &symmetric potential distribution has developed. Drre to the
locat ion density enhancement form the beam ion emission, a positive poteutiat “bump” is developed within
1 thruster radius downstream. The potential distributions along the center x axes of the thruster and the
neutralizer are plotted on Fig. 5b. We find, along
the center x axis of the thruster, the potential peak is
about & ~0= ZY 12.5. ‘I’he potentiat distribution shown
in Fig. 5b is qualitatively in agree lnent with experimentally measured results. Electrons emitted from the neutralizer are attracted into the plu:ne by tl)is local potentail bunlp. Eventually, the plume becoxnes qu~siueutral.
(The mixing of electrons witt, the ion beam is evident
in the accompany animation of the simulation results. )
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